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The rail fi ller profi le VELOSECUR® provides 
protecti on of cyclists, pedestrians,

wheelchair users and others

VELOSECUR®
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VELOSECUR®

Rex Articoli Tecnici SA has designed an innovative rail filler profile for the
crossing of the tracks to increase safety for bicycles.

The long experience in the field of production of te-
chnical rubber articles has lead to the development 
and implementation of a material, which is particu-
larly resistant both to abrasion and to all different 
weather conditions.

The new rail filler profile VELOSECUR®

Field tests took place in areas hot and cold 
climates.
The new profile is recovering its shape very quick 
after the passing of the train, and has a good 
lifetime.



VELOSECUR®

As the ground base is ready, the rail filler profile could be easily 
installed. On average 15 m of linear line could be installed from one 
person per hour, also in the case of replacement or maintenace work 
or cleaning is needed.
The elements (length of 500 mm ) can be replaced even partially.

In order to avoid sliding of the elements in operation, the profiles can 
be fixed in different ways according to your needs:

• The elements clould have a semi rigid plastic insert at the botton.  
 This allows to fix them by screws to the ground base.
• Alternatively the elements could be fixed by metal plates, which  
 are welded to the side of the rail groove.

VELOSECUR® is available in black colour and it could fit into tracks with different rail types.

Example: rail UIC 54E
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Rubber boot and microcellular 
pads for ballastfree rail track

Level crossing
SWISSCROSS GFK

Level crossing
SWISSCROSS RUBE®

Rubber protection for train 
braking system

Rubber and rubber to metal joint

Rex Articoli Tecnici SA develops and produces special products for railtracks 
and railway vehicles.

Wheelset support pads

Other products for the railway industry


